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Leading to the Bedroom: The Christian Couple’s Path  

to Greater Sexual Intimacy & Freedom  

by David and Katie Reid 

 
Written by a husband and wife team who discovered in their own life  

how the enemy steals the God-given gift of uninhibited sexual intimacy,  

the Reids share their journey of learning how to restore God’s design for intimacy 

 
“Most mates stay too busy or settle for perfunctory sex and miss out on God’s sacred 

adventure of fun, creative lovemaking. The Reids unpack practical Scriptural 

guidelines that can turn married roommates into lovers…A must read for couples who 

desire the awesome experience of a creatively intimate sex life.” ~ Dr. Doug Rosenau, 

author of A Celebration of Sex and co-founder of Sexual Wholeness 

 
What are readers to make of recent numerous news stories which reveal about 20 

million couples have essentially “sexless” marriages? Or the much more widespread 

famine of genuine, unabashed soul-sexual intimacy that dampens satisfaction, 

fulfillment, and passion in countless marriages? For David and Katie Reid, authors of 

Leading to the Bedroom: The Christian Couple’s Path to Greater Sexual Intimacy & 

Freedom, this is a woefully misguided and impoverished way to live.  

 

“Sex in our world today is not the way it was supposed to be,” reflects David. “This is 

because Satan, the thief, set about in the Garden of Eden to steal the uninhibited, 

unashamed sexual intimacy that God intended for his highest creation.” 

 

To reclaim this intimacy, say the Reids, Christian couples must first understand how it 

becomes lost through Satan’s theft and the male tendency to “go passive.” Then, they 

must grasp God’s plan for intimacy, which they call Soul Sex. Only then can they learn 

to LEAD to the bedroom in a four-step process.  

 

This process involves learning (L) about your mate and his/her desires, experiencing 

(E) the gospel by repenting from false beliefs and sin and believing the good news 

about God’s plan for sex, setting an action (A) plan to apply this truth (this includes 

demonstrating agape commitment, courting that meets emotional needs, increasing 

frequency of sex, and improving sexual fun and freedom), and doing (D) the plan and 

repeating the entire process, to achieve greater oneness, intimacy, and passion.  

 

Finally, Leading to the Bedroom confronts the greatest challenge couples face in 

achieving greater sexual intimacy and freedom and explains what to do about it. “Great 

hope and passionate sexual intimacy are closer than you think,” notes David.  

 

The result: the oneness that newly married couples experience and many subsequently 

lose is restored and nurtured, and God’s best design for married couples is fulfilled. As 

David affirms, “Sex is the greatest catalyst for oneness that God has created.” 

 

    # # # 

Authors: David (ThM 2002, Dallas Theological Seminary) and Katie Reid have been 

married for 15 years and are the parents of two young children. Throughout their 

marriage, God has deepened their understanding of intimacy, which they share here 

and with the congregation of Peachtree Community Church (PCC) in Villa Rica, 

Georgia. David is founding pastor of PCC. 

 


